Measuring Guide for Bootneck 350 Tartan Trews – ‘Fishtail Back Style’

Specific Measurements Required:
(Please take all measurements in ‘inches’).

1. Waist Measurement:
Measure around your waist at ‘NAVEL’ Height. (E on diagram)
(This measurement will be bigger than your normal waistline measurement, but don’t worry, it’s meant to be!)

2. Seat Measurement:
Measure around the fullest part of your seat/hip area (your bottom) (H on diagram)

3. Inside Leg:
From top of inside leg to your ‘preferred length’. * (I on diagram)

4. Outside Leg:
From your ‘NAVEL’ Height to your ‘preferred length’. * (F on diagram)

5. Thigh:
Measure around the widest part of thigh. (J on diagram)

6. Height:
Your height in ‘feet & inches’ from head to foot without shoes on.

* Help Ref Your ‘Preferred Length’ Measurement:
When your friend/measuring helper is measuring for your ‘inside’ leg and ‘outside’ leg measurement. As a guide, if you wear a pair of trousers that you already like the finished length of, that will help determine the measurement for your ‘preferred length’.
As you will be able to stop the measurement where the bottom of your trouser falls. Remember to stand upright, looking straight ahead throughout the measuring process! No slouching mind! 😊

NB: Please get a friend to help with each measurement to ensure accuracy.
Please double check all your measurements as your Trews will be made to your exact measurements.
Thank you.